Granular ows trough pipes show interesting phenomena, e.g. clogging and density waves, 1/f{noise 4;5;6 . These things are fairly good studied by computer{experiments, but there is a lack in theoretical and analytical consideration. We introduce a simple \minimal" model describing such a ow of granular particles and examine the stability of an initially homogeneous system against perturbations. In order to de ne the collisions between the granular particles we use two di erent approaches. For both, the simple and the more advanced collision de nition, the model shows the qualitative same behaviour.
The Model
We consider the motion of granular particles, falling through a thin long pipe, as an one{dimensional motion and describe it with a system of Langevin{Equations: 
The particles are accelerated by the gravity g and interact with the wall and possibly with the air in the pipe. We describe these in uences with an e ective friction and with stochastic uctuations of the velocities. In addition to this we have to take into account collisions between the Brownian Particles.
The One{particle{distribution{function P(x; v; t) is then de ned by the following 
S C denotes here the collision cross{section or in other words, the probability, that a collision take place. Now we can examine the stability of the granular system against perturbations. We make the following perturbation ansatz for the hydrodynamic variables: (x; t) = h + = h + 0 exp(? t + ikx) u(x; t) = u h + u = u h + u 0 exp(? t + ikx) (10) T(x; t) = T h + T = T h + T 0 exp(? t + ikx) ; insert them in the corresponding hydrodynamic equations, drop all quadratic perturbations and get a cubic equation for the value of . In dependence of the parameters of the system and the wavenumber k one nds critical densities c where the stability of the system changes. That means, that for densities below c the real part of is positive, the system is stable against perturbations and vice versa.
We assume periodic boundary conditions and so the wavenumber k is discrete: k = 2 L n (n = 1; 2; ). Figure 1 shows the dependence of the critical density c from the mode-number n. One sees, that especially short length perturbations are able to destabilise the granular system. This stands in strong contrast to results Our results are not surprising, if one imagine, that a local large gradient of the velocities will lead to a high collision rate at this place. For su cient high densities this continues avalanche{like and leads to clusters with high local density and small average velocity.
For large wave numbers we get a low limiting critical density of min c 12000. To check these results we carried out some computer simulations. The pictures in distinct velocity distributions in the system, one with a high average{velocity (at low density regions) and one with a small average{velocity (at high density regions). The overlayed curves in the distribution plots show the expected shape of such an bimodal distribution. The deviation from the measured distribution is due to the fact, that the in uences of the slopes of the clusters are neglected.
A Second Collision Model
One point, one can criticise in the simple model, is, that the total momentum is not preserved during the collision process. Therefore we also considered collisions with momentum preservation. The collision process is de ned by the equations: = 0 :
Unfortunately, the last term (cf. Eq.(9)) cannot be evaluated in general; one has to assume an ansatz for the distribution function P(x; v; t) to get some results.
If one sets the collision cross-section to zero, there are no collisions and the stationary velocity distribution is a Gaussian around the mean velocity with the width = kB m T. For small S C it should be allowed to use such a Gaussian as a rst approach for the velocity distribution. With such an ansatz one get the following result for the integral: 
After inserting it in the hydrodynamic equations one can proceed with the whole linear stability analysis. The behaviour with this collision model is similar to that of our rst simple approach, one gets the qualitative same dependence of the critical density from the wavenumber. Only short range uctuations are able to destabilise the system. In order to check these results we currently perform computer simulations.
